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Abstract. We study the phase transition problem for ferromagnetic materials. By
means of examples we show that a mathematical bifurcation process may be used to de-
scribe the evolution of one configuration of magnetic domains into another.

1. Introduction. The study of the magnetization of anisotropic ferromagnetic materi-
als (cf. [1, 5]) has acquired increased interest because of the invention of magnetic bubble
devices (cf. [2, 3, 6]). Such materials are typically composed of regions in which the mag-
netization is approximately uniform. These regions of near-uniformity are called mag-
netic domains. Between domains there are transition layers in which the magnetization
changes abruptly. These transition layers are called domain walls. (For example, a mag-
netic bubble is a cylindrical domain in a thin film of magnetic material.)

We will use the term specimen to denote the sample of magnetic material in question
as well as the region of space which the sample occupies. The latter will also be denoted
by the symbol S2. Let M be the magnetization as a function of position in the specimen.
The specimen is taken as magnetically saturated so that

M = Msv,

where Ms is a constant and v is a unit vector.
The microscopic theory of magnetization in these materials begins with a description

of the energy density. The latter is composed of four terms, each of which is a function of
the magnetization. The four energy densities are

i) anisotropy energy density
ii) applied field energy density

iii) exchange energy density
iv) self field energy density.

The total energy consists of the integral over the specimen, fl, of the sum of these four
densities. Functions M for which the total energy has a relative minimum are taken as the
physically realizable states of magnetization. Thus, the determination of the magnet-
ization corresponds to solving a variational problem for M; namely, the minimization of
the total energy.

A specimen may exist in many different configurations of magnetic domains. Corre-
spondingly, we may expect that the variational problem has many solutions. The object of
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this paper is to show how some of these different configurations arise, including as well a
mathematical mechanism describing the evolution of one configuration into another. We
do this by means of a bifurcation process and, in particular, by solving two examples. A
limitation of our results is that some of the solutions which we produce, while describing
domain configurations, domain walls, etc., are in fact unstable. That is, the solutions of
the variational problem which they represent are saddle points rather than relative min-
ima. This limitation is probably due to the univariate character of our examples (a feature
which we have adopted in order to achieve complete solvability). We hope to deal with
more involved examples in forthcoming work.

In Sec. 2 we derive the mathematical model as the Euler equations of the variational
problem for M. In Sec. 3 we nondimensionalize the problem and characterize it in terms
of two nondimensional material parameters. In Sec. 4 we study two examples of magnetic
films. Utilizing the form of the model derived in Sec. 3, we give a global analysis of the
problem showing how the various solutions appear and disappear as parameters change.
This bifurcation process shows that these solutions have the character of magnetic do-
mains separated by domain walls.

2. The mathematical model. In this section we will introduce the energy as the in-
tegral over the specimen of the sum of the four energy densities. Then we will perform a
variation to obtain the equations governing the magnetization M.

Coordinates for v. Since the specimen is assumed magnetically saturated, the magnet-
ization can be written as

M = Msv, (2.1)

where Ms is a material parameter and v is a unit vector. Our specimens will be homoge-
neous so that Ms is a constant. We represent the unit vector v = {vx, vv, vz) in standard
spherical coordinates, viz.

vx = cos 6 sin <p, vy = sin 9 sin <f>, v. = cos <f>. (2.2)

Energy densities. We will now define the four energy densities.
(i) Anisotropy energy. One component of the internal energy density is due to the ani-

sotropic nature of the material and is a function of the local orientation of the magnet-
ization. This component which is called the anisotropy energy density is given by

Paniso,roPy = kf(e,<j>), (2.3)

where k is a measure of the strength of the anisotropy and f(0, <f>) describes how this en-
ergy depends on the orientation of M relative to a coordinate system fixed in the material.
Both k and /(#,<#>) are material-dependent. (Examples of the function f(0, </>) will be given
in Sec. 4.)

(ii) Applied field energy. If the specimen is in the presence of an applied field H„, it has
a potential energy density due to this field given by

Papplied = — M * Ha . (2.4)

(iii) Exchange energy. Another material property is the existence of a force which acts
to align the magnetization on a molecular level. This force depends on the rate of spatial
variation of M but not on its orientation. The corresponding energy density is called the
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exchange energy density and is given by

P exchange = ycflVj^2 + |V^|2 + |Vf2|2), (2.5)

where c is a material parameter measuring the magnitude of these exchange forces. Using
(2.2) this may be written as

PexcHanse = yC(|V<£|2 + S^ | V0|2). (2.6)

(iv) Self-field energy. The magnetization M itself generates a field called the self-field,
H,. The potential energy due to H, is called the self-field energy and its density is given
by

P„,/=- yM.H,. (2.7)

The total energy and its variation. The total energy ETo, is obtained by adding the four
energy densities just introduced and integrating the sum over the specimen, £2:

ETm -Lkf(0, ft - M • H„ + yc(|V^|2 + sin2$|V0|2) - j M . H dtl, (2.8)

where cKl denotes the volume element.
We will show that the variation SETo, with respect to variations SO and 8<t> of 0 and <f>

respectively is

SETo, = [ <5<Jfc — — Ms — • (H„ + H ) + c sin <f> cos <f>|V0|2 — cV2<£ di2
Jn I «#> «f>

+ J SO |/c ^ — Ms ^ • (H0 + HJ — 2c sin <#> cos <#>V<£ • X/6 — c sin2<£V2#| cKl

-c [ &>V(f>. ndA + c I S0sm2<t>V6-ndA. (2.9)
Jm *2 n

dA denotes the surface element on the boundary, d£2, of £2, and n denotes the outwardly-
directed unit normal vector to £2.

To show (2.9) we treat the four contributions to the energy in turn. Thus

Eanisotropy / P anisotropy ^f (0> <^>)^£2, (2.10)
'a

and

8Eaaisolropy = jf ^(<50 ^ + 8* ̂ dSl. (2.11)
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Similarly,

EaPPUed= I Papplied (Kl = ~ j MSV ' Ha(M. (2.12)
H

Thus

8Eapp,„d = - Jm{80 g • Ha + ^ • H.) dSl. (2.13)

To continue we note that to the variations 86 and &4> there correspond variations <5M
and <5Ht in M and II, respectively. Then

E,el/ = [psel/ dSl = - ~ [ M • (2.14)
Jn Z J o

Then

SEseV = - 4" fsM - H/Kl - [m ■ = - fsM • H^, (2.15)
2 Jsi 2 /fi Jn

the latter following from Green's reciprocity formula (cf. [4, p. 51]).
Then

8E„,f = - Jm^O ~ • H, + <5^ ™ • H,)^2. (2.16)

Lastly we have

Eexchange = [p exchanKjKl = [c(|V<£|2 + SUl^ V0|2)<fl2. (2.17)
Jn L

Then

SE€XChange = c I[V<j> ■ V8<1> + sin $ cos </>|V0|2&f> + sin20(V0 • V5#)]<^2. (2.18)Jq

Eq. (2.18) may be written more conveniently as

8Eexchange = c I sin (/> cos <#>|V0|2&>dfi + c /v • (<5</>V<f>)dfi
» fi ' S2

— c j 5<|)V2</)(^S2 + c / V • (5/9 sin2<>V0)dS2 — c J 50(V • sin2c>V0)d£2. (2.19)
•to r£2
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In this form we may apply the divergence theorem to obtain finally

8Eexchange = c 8<j>(sin 4> cos <^>|V0|2—V2<t>)dfi

: IS6(-2 sin <j> cos <t>V<j> ■ S70 - sin20V20)dfi

: I &t>(V({>. n)dA + c j 50(sin2<|>V0 • n)dA. (2.20)
Ja

+ C

+ C

Here n is the outwardly-directed unit normal vector to il.

Eqs. (2.11), (2.13), (2.16) and (2.20) taken together demonstrate the claimed form (2.9)
for 8EToi .

Equations of equilibrium. Setting the first variation of ETo, to zero, we produce the
following necessary conditions for static equilibrium:

V2<> - c sin <#> cos <j> |V0|2 + M,(H0 + Hj) • J - k £ = 0, (2.21)
o<p ckp

c sin2<>V20 + 2c sin <f> cos <#>V</> • V6» + Ms(H„ + H,) • ~ - k % = 0 (2.22)
do du

and

cV<£ • n = 0, c sin20V0 • n = 0. (2.23)

The differential equations (2.21) and (2.22) are valid in the specimen, £2, while the
boundary conditions (2.23) apply on dfl.

The self field. The self field Hs occurring in the equations of equilibrium (2.21) and
(2.22) is itself a function of the orientation of the magnetization v (i.e. of 6 and <j>). We
now derive conditions for determining H, = Hs(r).

Let B, be the magnetic induction corresponding to the magnetic field H, and magnet-
ization M. Maxwell's equations are

V • Bs = 0, VxH, = 0, (2.24,2.25)

where

Bs = Hs + 4vrM. (2.26)

Defining M to be identically zero outside of these equations are valid everywhere.
It follows from (2.24) and (2.26) that

V • H, = -477-V • M, (2.27)

everywhere, except possibly on dfl where M and H, may be discontinuous. On the bound-
ary, d£2, (2.24) shows that the normal component of B, (i.e. B, • n) is continuous. Thus
from (2.26) we have

(Ha + 4ttM) • nl^- = Hs • n|aj+. (2.28)
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Here dft* denotes a point on dfl approached from outside respectively inside of
Eq. (2.25) allows us to express Hs as the gradient of a scalar potential u, i.e.

H, = -Vm. (2.29)

Combining (2.27), (2.28) and (2.29), we obtain the following boundary value problem for
u (i.e. for the specification Hs):

V2« = 4ttV . M, (2.30)

du A ,, 1- 477M •
dn

")
du
dn (2.31)

Recall M is taken to be zero outside of £2 so that (2.30) is valid everywhere, except on dS2
where (2.31) holds. This boundary value problem is augmented by the condition at in-
finity that u behaves like the fundamental solution for the Laplace operator, i.e.

u = O(r'). (2.32)

Here r is distance measured from some fixed point.
The solution of the boundary value problem (2.29)—(2.31) may be written as follows:

f -V . M t M • n«co = (2J3)

Introducing the linear operator %?(M) by

^(M) = - Jj7 • M)|v + j( M • n)(v -(2.34)

we may write Hs(r) as

H,(r) = JT(M). (2.35)
The mathematical model for M is now derived. It consists of the boundary value prob-

lem (2.21)-(2.23) for v coupled with the expression (2.35) for the self field Hs in terms of
M.

Second variation. A sufficient condition for a solution (0, <j>) of the model to be a local
minimum of ETa, is that the second variation S2ETol be positive for all nonzero variation
(80, 8<t>).

We find that

82ETo, = * yUM)2 + /^+yU&(,);

—M.H„ • |yrw(50)2 + Vh808<\> + y VrM.(8<f>)j

+ 'e80 + p„8<p) • (vJ80 +2

+ (y "m(80)2 + vh808$ + j-
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1. ■ c[(VS<J>)2 + |V0|2((&#>)2 cos 2<t>)

+ 2(V0 • V80)(8<f> sin 2<f>) + sin2<|>|VS0|2

Here all function arguments are (9, <f>).

(Ki. (2.36)

3. Nondimensionalization. In a specimen occupying a fixed domain £2, having a pre-
scribed anisotropy f(0, <f>) and subjected to a specified magnetic field H„, the magnet-
ization M is a function of the position vector r and the material parameters M,, k and c.
In this section we will cast the problem in a nondimensional form. In this form the non-
dimensional magnetization v is a function of a nondimensional position vector a and the
two dimensionless material parameters A and ji.

We introduce the following nondimensional variables: magnetic field ha and h,; po-
tential k>; position vector a; parameters A, ji by means of the following relations:

Ha = MX, H, = Mhs, (3.1,3.2)
u = lM,w, r = la, (3.3,3.4)

A = Pk/c, iu = PM//C. (3.5, 3.6)

Here / is a characteristic specimen length in physical units and, although the specimen is
now in a-coordinates, we still use and dfl to denote it and its boundary.

The boundary value problem (2.21)—(2.23) takes on the following nondimensional
form:

V2<{> - sin <f> cos <£|V0|2 + iu(ha + hs) • ^ - A = 0, (3.7)
cf(p d<p

sin2(j>V26 + 2 sin <j> cos <f>V<f> • V0 + /x(h„ + hs) • ^ — A ̂  = 0 (3.8)

for a £ S2, and

V(j> • n = 0, sin2$V0 • n = 0 (3.9)

for a G dfi.
The potential problem (2.29)-(2.32) becomes

h—Vw, (3.10)

V2w = 47tV • v, (3-11)

dw
(3.12)

dw \
 h 4?tv • n

dn / au- di!

Here and hereafter the operators V and d/dn and the vector n are in terms of the dimen-
sionless position variable a. Referring to (2.35), the solution of this potential problem may
be written as

hAp) = X\v). (3.13)
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Second variation. In terms of the non-dimensional variables introduced here the con-
dition for the positivity of S2ETo, becomes (cf. (2.36)):

i>[
0 < I A|y fuse)2 + 8^868$ + y f^(8<i>f

-/'|h„ • | y f + v„,.,8084> + y P^(5<^)2j

+ y J#XvM + v,tJ8<j>) • (i>„88 +

+ (y Vm(8d)2 + ve,m<P + y • <%%v)

(V8<p)2 + |V0|2((5<f>)2 cos 2<j>)

1 dSt. (3.14)

1+ y

+ 2(V# • V80)(8(f> sin 2<f>) + sin2<£|V<5<f>|

We will abbreviate this condition by calling the right member 82ETo,.

4. Univariate examples. We treat two examples in which the boundary value prob-
lem may be analyzed completely.

Example 1: we choose / = v2 + yv2v. This is a case in which the y and z directions are
hard axes of magnetization with y measuring a bias with respect to this property.

Examples 2: we consider a uniaxial anisotropy modeling a film of magnetic material
which has been doped by ionic bombardment. The anisotropy which varies across the
film is modeled by a lamination of two uniform films.

Specimen description. Setting a = (x, y, z), the specimen occupies the region of space

£2 = {(x, y, z)\x e [-1, l],^G(-oo, oo), Z G (-oo, oo)} . (4.1)

This leads us to seek solutions which depend only on x, viz:

v = v(x) (4.2)

For this £2 and these solutions, the self field hs is calculable in closed form.
Self field. Consider the specimen to be composed of planes orthogonal to the jc-axis.

To the surface planes x = ±1 we associate the uniform charge density ±e^(±l) respec-
tively. To an interior plane we associate a volume charge density — V • v = —{d/dx)vx.
Then the self field is seen to be

h, = 2 it = -2nvx. (4.3)

Example 1. In this example we take

f(0, (j>) = cos2<j> + y sin2# sin2<£, (4.4)

where y is a material parameter. Using (4.1)—(4.3), the boundary value problem (3.7)-
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(3.9) becomes

sin — nil cos2# sin 2<j> — \(y sin2# — 1) sin 2<j> = 0, (4.5)

(fO
sin20 —2 + sin 2(f>0x<j>x + irji sin 28 sin2<£ — Ay sin 20 sin2</> = 0, (4.6)

with

d<j>/dx = 0 and sin 1<$>(d0/dx) = 0, x = ± 1. (4.7)

This boundary value problem has solutions of the form

i)0 = O, ii) 0 = ^ , iii) 0 — ffy (4.8)

with corresponding functions <p,(x), i = 1, 2, 3. The <j>, are solutions of the following bound-
ary value problem, respectively:

0 - fc, sin 2<k = 0, ^=^ = 0, /= 1,2,3. (4.9)

Here

b, = by = -rrn - A, b2 = A(y - 1). (4.10)

We may drop the subscript i in (4.9) and consider the case b > 0. For the case b < 0,
we simply replace tf> by <j> + (w/2), while the case b = 0 corresponds to the solution 4> =
constant. In the problem for the case b > 0 we make the change of variables

£ = b'/2x. (4.11)

The resulting boundary value problem is

0-sin2+-O, ^p.O. (4.12)

Let

Lb = 2b"2. (4.13)

Lh is the length of the interval on which the boundary value problem (4.12) is defined.
We begin our study of this boundary value problem by displaying a portion of the

(<t>, <j>e)-phase plane for the differential equation in (4.12) (see Fig. 4.1). The trajectory T,
from A to B is a solution of the boundary value problem (4.12) when

U - ^ d$ = ^ (cos 2(j) - cos 2/<)1/2 (4"14)

Indeed, every trajectory of the type T,, that is, those which emanate from the interval
[0,77/2] on the <j> axis in Fig. 4.1, is a corresponding such solution. The separatrix 5, which
emanates from <j> = 0 corresponds to Lb = oo. The limiting value of Lh to which these tra-
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Fig. 4.1.

jectories correspond approaches

Lmin = 7r/(2b)W2 (4.15)

from above as the trajectories, as point sets, approach the point <j> = n/2, <j>( = 0. This may
be deduced from (4.14) or by linearizing the problem (4.12). Thus we have produced a
family of solutions corresponding to all values of Lb > Lmm .

Of course there is an exactly corresponding family below the <j>-axis, between it and
the separatrix S2 ■ More importantly however, we may observe that these two families of
trajectories may be combined to produce still more physically different solutions. Such a
solution consists of a finite concatenation of the form

••• tj2tj2 •••. (4.16)

Let N, denote the number of T,, i = 1, 2 in this concatenation. Then the concatenation
is a solution of the boundary value problem (4.12) provided

Lb = Nt& d£+N2& d£ (4.17)
J Tx » T2

The constant solutions <j> = 0, n/2 and tt correspond to the rest points in the phase plane.
These solutions are valid for all values of Lb. In particular, for

Lb s. ir/(2b)'/2, (4.18)

these are the only solutions which exist.
We assert that this constitutes all the solutions of the boundary value problem (4.12).

Note that since (4.12) is invariant with respect to a change in the sign of £, we may iden-
tify certain pairs of these solutions as indistinguishable (viz. T,T2 and T2T,).

In Fig. 4.2, we schematize (<f> versus £) the first family of solutions which we described,
namely those of the form T,. In this figure curves <f> = </>(£) corresponding to T, and S, in
the phase plane are also labeled T, and S, respectively. The curve E is the locus of end-
points of the family of curves corresponding to all {71,}. The interval [~Lmin, Lmin] on the
£-axis corresponds to the constant solutions <f> = 77/2.

In Fig. 4.3 we schematize the curve <t> = <t>(£) corresponding to the concatenation
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4>

TT/Z

Fig. 4.2.

T,T2T,T2T, in order to suggest the physical form of the solutions represented by the class
of concatenations which we have introduced. We observe a process of bifurcation. At in-
teger multiples n of Lmin a nonconstant solution bifurcates from the <j> = m/2 constant solu-
tion. This bifurcating solution is a concatenation ••• T,T2 ■■■ , where

n = N, + N2 (4.19)

(Recall the identification of certain pairs of solutions previously made.) The correspond-
ing bifurcation diagram is schematized in Fig. 4.4, where the ordinate may be viewed as
the L2 norm of </>(£, b) - ir/2.

Domains and walls. We now give a physical interpretation of the bifurcation dia-
gram. For specimens where Lb < Lmin, only the constant solutions corresponding to the
rest points <j> = 0, -n/2, it, exist. The corresponding magnetization vector is uniform in the

Fig. 4.3.
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w L-min CL-min •3l-min
Fig. 4.4.

specimen. That is, the specimen consists of a single magnetic domain. According to the
bifurcation diagram the possibility of a one-domain solution persists for all Lb > 0.

At Lb = Lmin a solution of type T, bifurcates. As £ varies from —bt/2 to bW2, <f> passes
from a region where it is approximately uniform, through w/2, to a region where it is once
again approximately uniform. We interpret the regions of approximate uniformity of <f> as
magnetic domains. The intervening transition region we interpret as a domain wall. If bul
is large so that T, approaches S,, <f> passes from a very large region where it is nearly zero
to another very large region, where it is nearly it. Thus a solution of type T, corresponds
to a specimen consisting of two domains separated by a domain wall.

Similarly at Lb = nLmi„ the solution of type ••• T,T2 which bifurcates corresponds to
a specimen consisting of n + 1 domains separated correspondingly by n walls.

Thus for L E («Lmin, (n + 1 )Lmm) there are solutions corresponding to specimens ex-
hibiting between one and n + 1 domains.

Wall description. To view the transition of the magnetization v through a domain wall,
it suffices to consider the variation of v along T, .

The three cases (1) b > 0, 6 = 0, (2) b < 0, 0 = it, (3) b > 0, 6 = ir/2 give rise to a
different wall geometries. The other possible cases are variants of these three.

1) b > 0, 6 = 0. Here (cf. (2.2))
sin <X£) ~

v = 0 , (4.20)
cos <t>(0

where <j> varies from 7t/2 — constant to m/1 + constant along 7", . Thus the wall behavior
may be schematized as in Fig. 4.5.

2) b < 0, 9 = tt,

v =
- cos

0
-sin <*>(£)

(4.21)

Thus the wall behavior may be schenatized as in Fig. 4.6.

3) b>0,6= it/2. Here

0
sin </>(£)
cos <t>(0

The wall behavior may be schematized as in Fig. 4.7.

(4.22)
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Z

Fig. 4.5.

Example 2. In this example we take

un ^ - ik" sin2<*> + k12 cos2(^' x G m
fi0' ^ ~ (fc21 sin2<> + k22 cos2*, x £ (0,1). (4"23)

Using (4.1)-(4.3), the boundary value problem (3.7)-(3.9) becomes

(f<j> . I dd\2 .
— sin 2(f) I — I — hit sin 2<j> cos0

HVo!:?- <4-24>
sin2<> -r4 + sin20 ^ ^ + jii7rsin2$sin2# = 0, xG (—1,1), (4.25)

and

Let

and set

d<f>/dx — 0, sin2cf>(d8/dx) = 0, x = ±1. (4.26)

£ = V/2x (4.27)

&1I k\2 , ^ ^21 ^22 - (4.28)

This boundary value problem has solutions 0 = 0, n/2,77 and 3w/2 where <f> = <j>(x). Let

Z

Fig. 4.6.
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Z

Fig. 4.7b. The wall of Fig. 4.7a projected onto the yz-plane.

us restrict our attention to the case 6 = v/2. In this case <f>(x) is a solution of this following
boundary value problem:

cP<f> _
W b) sin 2<j>, £ § 0, (4.29)

d^/di = 0, £ = ±AI/2. (4.30)

Let us suppose for convenience that a > 0 and b < 0. The differential equation (4.29)
written with a or with b alone has a (<f>, <^)-phase plane which we call the a-plane or the b-
plane respectively. The a-plane is qualitatively the same as the one in Fig. 4.1. The same
is true for the 6-plane except that it is shifted 7t/2 to the left. Of course the two planes are
distorted vertically with respect to each other.

A solution of the boundary value problem starts on the interval </> G [0, v\ in the a-
plane and moves until

fd£ = \w2. (4.31)
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Then the solution transfers to a trajectory in the fr-plane returning to the <£-axis therein.
The transit in the fc-plane also obeys (4.31).

We can supplement this qualitative description of the solutions of the boundary value
problem by a more detailed and quantitative one. To do this we proceed with the follow-
ing phase plane analysis.

The orbits in the a- and 6-planes which enclose the points (w/2, 0) and (0,0) respec-
tively, have values of which are bounded below respectively by

/ 2\1/2 I 2 \'/2
= w(m) ' L^» = ,n (j£[) • (4-32)

The boundary value problem (4.29) and (4.30) is defined on an interval of length 2AI/2
with a length of A'/2 for each of its portions (£ § 0). For convenience we suppose that

\{/1 > j min (LminaLmi„b) = ~ min (a~'/2, |ft|"l/2). (4.33)

In Figs. 4.8(i) and (ii) respectively, we schematize two families of the parts of the tra-
jectories in the a-plane which correspond to the solution of the boundary value problem
(4.29) and (4.30) for £ < 0.

In Figs. 4.9(i) and 4.9(ii), we indicate the locus of the endpoints of the families of
curves in Figs. (4.8). These loci are spirals, called SJ and S„2 respectively. SJ and S2 re-
spectively emanate from the saddle points (0, 0), (it, 0) respectively and terminate with a
finite number of windings at the rest point (w/2, 0). The points on the interval [0, it/2] of
the <f>-axis where SJ crosses are numbered consecutively beginning with zero at the saddle
point. Correspondingly, we number the points in [it/2, it] relative to S2 (see Figs. 4.9 (i)
and 4.9 (ii)). We call these numbers C0", C°, suppressing their dependence on the par-
ticular spiral SJ or Sa2 since no confusion should occur. The portion of the spiral SJ
which goes from C," to C° is called Sa'(C,'C,"); similarly for Sa\C°C°). Actually we will
only make use of the case Cj = C,+For such portions of the spiral we simply write
SJ \C", C,+l°) as Sau\C"), respectively.

FlO. 4.8(i). Fig. 4.8(ii).
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4>

Fig. 4.9(ii).

The portions Sa\C,") have the following geometrical significance. They are the loci of
the ends of trajectories (as described and indicated in Fig. 4.8) which in particular wind
around the rest point C° times (but less than (C? + l)-times); similarly for the portions of
SS(C;).

Now we pass to the A-plane and we consider the sets of trajectories analogous to the
ones described in the a-plane. Here, however, we imagine £ to run backwards. That is, we
are interested in trajectory portions which terminate on the <f>-axis, and which are run
backwards (with respect to £) until they satisfy the condition = A'/2. Here however, we
must consider four families and four spirals, all of which are qualitatively analogous to
the ones already described in the a-plane. In Figs. 4.10(i) and 4.10(H) we indicate the ap-
propriate spirals SJ, i = 1, 2, 3, 4. The appropriate crossings of these new spirals with the
<>-axis are labeled as before and they define correspondingly portions Sb(Cb, Cmb), i = 1,2,
3, 4; C,b, C,„h = 0, 1, ••• . Similarly, we introduce the shorter notation for the segments
Sb'(Cjb), i = 1, 2, 3, 4 which have the corresponding meaning as above for the windings of
trajectories. These spirals, etc. are illustrated in Figs. 4.10(i) and 4.10(ii).

We note that as A'/2 increases all the spirals grow in the sense of acquiring more wind-
ings themselves. As A'/2 decreases the spirals unwind until they are completely unwound;
each coinciding with a portion of the <£-axis between the two rest points which are a spi-
ral's termini.

Now we may describe in a more detailed manner the collection of solutions of the
boundary value problem (4.29) and (4.30) which were described qualitatively above.

For given values of a, b and Al/2 we superpose the a- and 6-phase planes. (Imagine
Figs. 4.9(i), 4.9(ii), 4.10(i) and 4.10(ii) to be superposed.) Every intersection point of a spi-
ral SJ, i = 1,2 with a spiral SbJ, j = 1, 2, 3, 4 defines a solution of the boundary value
problem. Suppose for example that one of these intersections, P, occurs along S„'(0) and
Sft'(l). Then the solution in question corresponds to the trajectory in the a-plane which
emanates from the interval [0, it/2] on the <Z>-axis (ascending above it) and reaches P on
SJ (without winding around the rest point (n/2, 0)). Then the solution follows the trajec-
tory in the fe-plane starting at P, winding around the rest point (0, 0) once and then termi-
nating at a point in the interval [0, it/2] on the <>-axis.
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Fig. 4.10(i).

We plot this solution description in Fig. 4.1 l(i) for the phase plane and in Fig. 4.1 l(ii)
in the (£, <t>) plane. The segment Sb3 (1) is in a heavy line. The portion of the solution in the
a-plane is the dotted curve starting at s and terminating at P. The portion of the solution
in the 6-plane is the dotted curve starting a P and proceeding to t, a, b, c and back to P
and then to t where it terminates. The points s, P, a, b, c and t in the <f> = <f>(£) plot corre-
spond to the points in the phase planes labeled correspondingly.

Using the terminology of the section of walls and domains in the previous example,
we see that the special solution illustrated in Fig. 4.11 (ii) corresponds to a magnetic state
consisting of three domains separated by two walls.

The rest points (0, 0), (ir/2, 0), (77, 0) lie on a spiral in both the a- and fr-planes and so
these rest points are solutions for all values of Al/2. They represent the constant solutions 4>
= 0, 77/2, 7T.

Since every intersection P of spirals in a- and in A-planes corresponds to a solution of
the boundary value problem, we see that the larger A1/2 is (and with it the more winds
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Fig. 4.1 l(i).

there are of the spirals) the greater is the number of solutions. When A.1/2 decreases we
have observed that the spirals unwind. As A'72 approaches zero the spirals are completely
unwound and they collapse into segments of the <p-axis.

We have not analyzed the collection of solutions of Example 2 sufficiently to indicate
the bifurcation process in the form of a diagram of the nature of Fig. 4.4. We forego as
well an enumeration of solution types giving rise to the different wall types as in Figs. 4.5,
4.6 and 4.7.

Stability considerations. Of the many solutions presented in Examples 1 and 2, the ones
which correspond to minima of ETo, represent domain configurations which may arise
physically.

Since in the examples 9 = const and <p = <f>(x), the expression for S2ETo, becomes (cf.
(3.14))

S2Et -j: ^fJW + +

—7rjLi[sin24> cos 20(80)2 — cos2# cos 2<p(8<fi)2 + sin 26 sin 2<f>888<f>]

+ ~ [(V5<J>)2 + sin2<£(V<50)2] dx (4.34)
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where we have specialized the variations to be functions only of x.
Example 1. In the case of Example 1, the expression (4.34) for 82ETo, becomes

82ETo, = J j(S0)2[(\y — 77ju) sin2<£ cos 20] + 808<f>[(Xy — ■nn) sin 2d sin 2<f>]

+ (<5</>)2[cos 2<f>(—\ + TTfi cos 26 + Xy sin 19)] + ^ [(V&/>)2 + sin 2(/>(V50)2]| dx. (4.35)

Conditions on the parameters y, X and fx for which the constant solutions to the
boundary value problem (4.5)-(4.7) are stable (i.e. when 82ETol > 0) are given in Table 1.
(Note that the closure of the union of the domains in (y, X, /i)-space defined by the condi-
tions in this table is indeed all of (y, X, /x) space.)

A study of these conditions shows that the constant solutions which correspond to rest
points which are centers in the plane are always unstable. This implies that the bifurcated
solutions close to the centers in the phase plane are always unstable. In terms of the bifur-
cation diagram of Fig. 4.4, this means that the entire branch corresponding to the Lb-axis
as well as a beginning portion of each ascending branch correspond to unstable solutions.
The state of stability of the upper portions of the ascending branches is yet to be deter-
mined.

Example 2. In the case of Example 2, the expression (4.34) for 82ETo, becomes (recall
we are studying the particular case when 6 = m/2 in this example (cf. Eq. (4.28) ff.)),

82ETo, = J Xa cos 2<f>(8<t>)2dx + J Xb cos 2<j>(8<j>)2dx

+ J TTfjL sin 2<j>(S6)2dx + ~ J ((V&p)2 + sin 2<j>(V86)2)dx. (4.36)

Consider the constant solutions <j> = 0,tt/2 and m. If ab < 0 there exist variations (86,
8<j)) such that 82ETo, < 0 for X sufficiently large. Thus the constant (one-domain) solutions
are unstable. Then there must exist non-constant stable solutions of the magnetic domain
problem. If indeed these stable solutions lie among those of the form (8, <j>) = (V/2, <f>(x))
which we produced, we have the existence of stable multidomian solutions.

Remark. As we noted in the introduction, we see that while many of the non-constant
(i.e. multidomain) solutions which we have produced are not stable, they do exhibit the
solution structures which are observed experimentally. We conjecture that some of our so-
lutions are stable while others may be stabilized by simple means such as adding an ap-
propriate applied magnetic field.

 TABLE 1. 
<j> 8 Conditions

0, 7T V0 TTfl > y > I

7t/2 0,57 Ay > 7TJLI, A > 7TJU

77/2 77/2 77fi > Ay, y > 1
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However, the point to this work is to show that the manifold of different states of mag-
netism observed experimentally is connected by the standard mathematical process of bi-
furcation, thereby giving a global structure to this set of solutions.
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